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While he may have lost much if not all of his allure in our modern age, Tennyson’s works remain a bright exhalation in my mind. I do not recall everything that I have read by him, but I recall some of his more famous lines from time to time, especially In Memoriam, a poem I go back to routinely. Frankly, my repinations in his work are always so richly rewarding I do not know why I ever put him down.

I cannot say that I have read Tennyson relentlessly or even annually. But I have read him throughout my career and have always managed to find something applicable to whatever it was I was doing at that time. When I began my career, when I found myself at mid-career, and now as I close it out in a few years. His work always resonates. I have found, too, that when quoted, and my audience doesn’t run (or isn’t capable of doing so in a captive moment), he resonates with them as well.

And so, a case in point is this column, as I count down the days to my retirement in a few years. The lines at the header are from Ulysses, perhaps a lesser work but still chockful of cracking spark that irritates thought. As Homer marked the legendary hero but Tennyson, while all but neglecting the epic, enters upon it to any life now lived. I mentioned Tennyson’s famed In Memoriam earlier. He wrote that about a decade after the great loss of his dead friend and fellow poet, Arthur Henry Hallam. But Ulysses was written while the sting of that loss still hung in his undried sorrow.

Earlier in the poem, Ulysses reflects on his life and his excursions, “drunk [with the] delight of battle of my peers,” a fine phrase and not an uncommon thought of many an ambitious youth. But the lines quickly strike a still fiercer pose: “I am part of all that I have met/Yet all experience is an arch wherewithal/ Gleams that untraveled world, whose margin fades….” While he has surely picked up much from those around him, he also knows that the trajectory of his career has left behind, for better or for worse, bits and pieces of himself. All that experience is but an arc no matter its size that creeps across the sidereal of life to those margins that fade from its lived existence to its coming close. For whatever else it may mean to scholars, can there be any better image of a career, long or short, robust or marginal, that reminds us daily how short our time is, and how quickly it races to the end? “Life piled on life” Ulysses says a bit later, as if to remind us that all this living, all these experiences, are but faint phrases, short utterances, in the long dialog of existence that will have its full stop soon enough, its eternal period.

We leave behind our work, whether noble or not, whether known or unknown; we leave it for others to pick up and make it better. It has been, especially for librarians, a “follow[ing] of knowledge like a sinking star” that Ulysses later remarks upon. I love that line because it so expresses what it is to see knowledge so close, so clearly, and yet always to be grasping after it, reaching for it as it fades over the horizon of our youth.

Now all of this to this point must sound depressing to some. But if you think about it long enough, how can it be? All things have their end, and the end should be celebrated as long enough, how can it be? All things have their end, and the end should be celebrated. Ulysses sees boats in port, the sails folded, but he sees them not so much docked as ready to bloom full again. To touch the “happy isles,” and end his days as he began them, toiling after that which had been placed before him as a duty.

There is always something new, something to look to even in the twilight of one’s career, and “tho’ much is taken, much abides,” as Tennyson remarks. We might say that the fire still burns even though it may flicker in the shadow of retirement (or as Ulysses puts it, “We are not now that strength which in old days/Moved earth and heaven”). One end is but the start of a new beginning, isn’t it? There is still much to conquer, should we desire to pursue it. Tennyson remonstrates those who see nothing but failure and doom in endings with his muscular close, “to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.”